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Western civilization has an old concept about the existence of an ideal
language, one that is perfect and universal. This language contains a lot of
symbols and stories — one of them is the image of the rose. János Géczi’s
monumental trilogy surveys the evolution of this symbol and image from the
Antique Mediterranean through the Christian Middle Ages to the Renaissance.
This paper tries to offer the potential readers of this work an idea how they can
(or how they should) read the language of the rose.

The theoretical background of these three volumes is determined by
the aims of scholarship and the possibilities of historiography. As Hayden
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White had said, historical narratives are constructed by us. Géczi realizes that
his own narrative is only one of the many variations possible, with the help of
which we can describe the foundations of our culture. He believes that pre-
vious ages need to be understood rather than explained. What questions must
have governed Géczi’s inquiries? In his researches he first collected the
mentions of the rose in various texts. Next he analysed the functions and the
meaning of the rose’s human interactions. As Géczi takes us through the
phases and epochs of humanity’s cultural evolution we can observe how the
arts and the sciences became separate and how the latter became more
structured. One of the benefits of reading Géczi’s volumes is that they helps us
understand the process through which the Western World freed itself of
mysticism — and from the domination of magic — a process that started
during the Renaissance.

Géczi creates connections amongst words, texts and images, in this
way he develops the diversity of cultural patterns. His multidisciplinary
method has advantages as well as disadvantages. One advantage of such
means of exploration is that it can place cultural phenomena in different light.
We can observe how European semantics developed from such constituent
components as the rose. Various fields of knowledge converge in this process,
including botany and art history. The apparent chasm and contradiction bet-
ween the arts and the sciences is a development of the modern age. Before ten
these two spheres jointly formed our knowledge about the world, and within it,
humanity. Accordingly there was no need for humans to perceive a difference
between action and theory, visualization and verbalization, the sacred and the
profane. In the age of professionalization of — and ever increasing speciali-
sation in — the arts and sciences, this approach can easily invite charges of
dilettantism. The question emerges: Which rules and ideas define the limits to
the interpretation and the rendering of meanings? We can produce infinite
number of narratives from the same information — who can judge the validity
and legitimacy of our interpretations?

Iconology and Iconography

The title of the volumes under review, the Cultural History of the Rose, refers
to the hypothesis that ideas, imaginations and symbols of our culture are
objectified in texts and images, and they have forms that through the progress
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of time might be constant, or they might be changing. These representations
and cultural patterns, which we might even call semantics, can be studied with
the aid of numerous new historiographical tools or methodologies, such as oral
history, micro-history, or iconography and iconology. In his researches Géczi
relies mainly on iconography and iconology.

The rose is a symbol of the universal human culture and society but it
also has botanical, historical, literary and other aspects. The process of
analysing images consists of several steps and procedures. It begins by exa-
mining whether a certain image has anthropological affinities. In other words:
the subject of iconographical and iconological research can only be human
bodies and their surroundings — this circumstance restricts the possible
corpus of the sources. The researcher always has to be careful to separate the
image’s various components. Some components refer to the specific human
figure, while others offer information about the person who created the image
— and about his or her world view that dominated the thinking of the epoch
when the image was created. The examination of the image can have other
purposes too: the analysis of spaces, human interactions, individuals, attitudes,
and symbolisms. Géczi uses the products of numerous fields of knowledge:
literature, arts, botany, medicine, history of sciences — and the image of the
rose unites these elements.

In the study of cultural history there are two concepts about the rose:
the rose that is sacred and the rose that is natural. These concepts had lived
side-by-side ever since antiquity. The image of the sacred rose was dominant
in medieval times, while the image of the natural or profane rose began its
ascendancy in the time of the Renaissance. The separation of these two
concepts is crude and is an oversimplification but it helps us to understand our
culture and its complexities.

The Sacred Rose

Every epoch has different methods of collecting and sharing information about
human beings and the world. The generating and producing of knowledge
before the Modern Age was very different from what we are familiar today.
According to the sacred world view created beings are proofs of an eternal
cosmic order made by God or the Gods: so people can only discover
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knowledge again, knowledge that composes the essence of the things. Later
ages however introduced order into the chaotic world from an outside point of
view: and new knowledge and world-views that competed with each other
came into being.

If we want to understand how an everyday person in Medieval times
(by way of example) looked at the image of the rose, we have reconsider our
ideas about the picture and the inter-relatedness of text and image. Our
European culture has two main elements: of these the first, the Judeo-Christian
tradition, assigns definitive importance to the Book which contains the
revelation of God. We can compare this concept with the other building-block
of our culture, classical Greek thinking, the metaphysics of Aristotle and his
writings about the micro- and macro-cosmos. In certain ways these two
traditions or mentalities are analogous to each other. Images and texts signify
the presence of living creatures as well as of a sacred harmony that exists
beyond the realm of human emotions and temporal existence.

Image of the rose concerns various senses: those of sight, taste, smell
and touch. When we face a picture of a rose, it should not only be a visual
experience but a multiplicity of experiences — the people of ancient times
experienced these sensations together. Another important remark: we simplify
pictures too much when we see them only as illustrations or works of art. An
image is always part of a narrative that has been produced by specific causes,
and this fact has to be accepted by every viewer of the image. The ideal reader
of the picture reproduces these meanings, discovers the attributes of the Holy
Mary, of Jesus Christ, of the martyrs of the Church, and the unseen world that
is connected to the picture’s surface. Until the Renaissance, when a funda-
mental change occurred, a picture signified the omnipresence of God and the
existence of a certain cosmic order.

The Natural Rose

The rose, both as a symbol and as a concrete plant, was domesticated and
came into use in the civilization that arose in the ancient Mediterranean. It
became employed in medicine and hygiene, in ritual and sacral proceedings,
and even as a component of nutrition. This latter practical use largely disap-
peared in the Christian Middle Ages.
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During the Renaissance the sacral approach to the use of the rose was
re-revaluated and transformed. The sign of the rose began to refer not only to
spiritual beauty, but also to such secular pleasures as the beauty of a human
body, the feeling of love, or as a decoration in a garden. The process of the
rose’s “desacralisation”, its “demagification” to use terms coined by Max
Weber, coincided with the individualisation of images and the standardisation,
specialisation, formalisation and growth of the sciences, including botany.
New kinds of sources emerge in this connection: books on medicine (herba-
riums), descriptions of gardens, scientific writings, catalogues etc. Some of
these existed in antiquity and they were just re-invented in the Renaissance.
Géczi’s reasoning always confirms to the circumstances and the mentality of
the given epoch, this is the key to the multiplicity, the greatly varied nature of
the objects he examines.

An important notice regarding the changing times: representations of
the rose began to diverge from the traditional (symbolical and ethical)
approach. Starting with the Renaissance, two different manners of speech
developed about the rose: the allegoric-symbolic one and the scientific-
illustrative. It is another interesting development how the idea of hortus con-
clusus turned into a decorative park — similarly to how the representations of
the rose had changed. Gardeners of the Renaissance deprived the rose of its
primary, emblematic function and meaning. The rose became used again in
pharmacology and medicine — just as it had been so used in antiquity.

Story of the rose is brought to a close in Géczi’s third volume with a
discussion of the images of the rose in the Carpathian Basin. Symbols of the
rose in this region are similar to those found in the rest of Europe, apart from
some local peculiarities. Since the time of Saint Stephen I (ruled as king:
1000-1038) the Kingdom of Hungary stood under the protection of the Holy
Virgin (this is the reason why the Kingdom is called the country of Mary, that
is, Regnum Marianum). One of its attributes is the rose. We have to mention
that the cult of Mary was very wide-spread in Central and Eastern Europe —
just see how many shrines dedicated to her can be found in the Carpathian
Basin! This cult is associated with the existence of exquisite jewellery and
other objects in the territory of the Hungarian Kingdom. The examination of
these artefacts, this material legacy of a bye-gone age, could be the focal point
of a new research project.

Given the geographical location of the Carpathian Basin at the cross-
roads of Western Eurasia, the question always arises how the diverse cultural
influences and mentalities interacted here and influenced each other: the
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Orthodox and the Latin Christian worlds, the Muslim and Christian realms,
and the Reformation and the Counter-Reformation. Through the image of the
rose Géczi throws light on connections between western traditions (such as
troubadour singing, Petrarchist lyrics) and the Turkish divan poetry for
example in Bálint Balassi’s (1554-1594) oeuvre. Hopefully this theme will be
further explored in the forthcoming volumes of Géczi’s series.


